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Outline

 Legal task overview

 Motivation for data-centric approaches

– To circumvent barriers to adoption of logical models

– To exploit knowledge latent in legal documents and corpora

 Data-centric alternatives

– Case-oriented

– Document-oriented

– Corpus-oriented

– Hybrid logical and data-centric models

 Issues

 Tasks amenable to data-centric approach today
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Legal Task Overview

1. Analysis

– Determining the legal consequences of a given set of facts

2. Retrieval

– Finding relevant legal texts

3. Prediction

– Given case facts, forum, and context, estimate, e.g.,

 The likelihood of success of a motion or claim 

 Case duration

 Expected award/settlement value

4. Argumentation

– Forming and evaluating arguments for and against proposition

– Argument-based adversarial reasoning
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Legal Task Overview

5. Planning and design 

– Structuring transactions or enterprises to achieve legal goals, 

e.g., minimizing taxes

6. Document drafting

– Creating individual documents to achieve legal goals, e.g., 

pleading, trust instrument, contract, order

7. Trend analysis

– Determining past, and predicting future, changes in doctrine or 

outcomes

8. Adjudication

– Resolving conflicting claims based on factual and legal claims
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Legal Task Overview

9. Legislative drafting

– Given goals and existing legislative text, modify legislative text to 
achieve goals while maintaining consistency with existing text

10.Compliance and monitoring

– Detecting when a legal proposition changes truth value, e.g.,

 Violation of export restrictions

 Detecting and resolving inconsistencies among rules, policies, and 
regulations

11.Delivery of services, benefits, and information to citizens

– Facilitating achievement of legislative objectives and citizens’ 
goals

12.Auditing and quality control in court records

– Detecting inconsistencies between content of court filing and 
metadata (e.g., parties, litigation event type, etc.)
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Logic-based Approach to ALR

Legal Text

Inference engine

Logical representation of legal text

User’s goals

Natural language processing module

manual formalization

discourse

resultsqueries

J. Meldman, A Preliminary Study in Computer-Aided Legal Analysis, MIT Dissertation. 1975.

logical representation
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Expert System/Logic Programming Model of 
ALR

Legal Text

Inference engine

Logical representation of legal text

User’s goals

manual formalization

resultsqueries

logical representation
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Barriers to Logic-Based Approach LPS

 Logical formalization of legal text problematic

– Logical structure typically quite unlike surface structure of text (not 

‘isomorphic’)*

– Logical interpretation often unclear or debatable

– Text, but not logical representation, has institutional imprimatur 

– Legal concepts “open-textured”

 Ambiguous

 Vague

 Defeasible 

*M. J. Sergot, F. Sadri, R. A. Kowalski, F. Kriwaczek, P. Hammond, and H. T. Cory. 1986. 

The British Nationality Act as a logic program. Commun. ACM 29, 5 (May 1986), 370-386.
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Barriers to Logic-Based Approach

 Logical formalization of legal texts is problematic

– Formalizing legal texts a highly specialized skill

 Labor-intensive

 Error-prone

– Not scalable, so logical models limited to boutique applications

 Small-scale

 Static 

 High volume, to amortize costs

– Legal language in logic-based models is very unlike lay-persons’ 

language

 Legal reasoning and argumentation requires couching lay person’s 

facts in terms of legal language

 Logical formalization of legal text not usable without this capacity
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Barriers to Logic-Based Approach (cont.)

“The bookkeeper at my job didn't give me my paycheck last month. 

Instead, she signed my name on it, cashed it, and left town. I don't 

know where she went. I asked my boss to give me a new check for 

my salary, but he said that he had already paid me once and that he 

didn't have to pay me again. He says that if anyone owes me the 

money, it is the bookkeeper. Is he right that he doesn't owe me my 

wages anymore?”

“Under Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code, is a payer's

obligation to a payee discharged by a negotiable instrument if the 

negotiable instrument is paid to a third party over a forged 

endorsement?”

Lay person

Attorney
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Long-Term Solution to Formalization Barrier

 Enact rule and regulations in logical/executable representation

 Possible approaches

– Restricted vocabulary rule editor plus officially sanctioned text-to-

logic compiler

– Enact rules in logical form with officially sanctioned logic-to-text 

realizer

 Impediments

– This approach is currently incomprehensible to rule drafters

– Comprehension will come only when the benefits of automated 

interpretation of legal rules are widely understood
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Data-Centric Alternative to Logic-based 
Approach

Legal Text

Inference engine

Logical representation of legal Text

User’s goals

Natural language 

processing module

manual formalization

discourse

resultsqueries

Observables

Corresponding

to legal text

Machine learning algorithm

Inductive model

Case

facts,

queries
Classification,

prediction,

evaluation,

statistical analysis

HARD!

HARD!

Precedents

applying texts
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Data-Centric Alternative to Logic-based 
Approach(continued)

 Empirical analysis of observables, e.g., decisions, awards, case 

loads, etc., can provide an end run around formalization of legal 

texts and complex legal discourse

 Pros/Cons

– Many techniques for analysis of large corpora

– Very rapid developments in HLT driven by new “Deep Learning” 

technology

– Doesn’t answer exactly the same questions as the Logic-based 

approach
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Predicting Litigation Outcomes

 An area of rapid commercial activity, especially in Silicon Valley

– Lex Machina – success rate for cases, motions given judge and 

other context

– Premonition – case duration, costs, success rate of attorneys 

given judges

 Long history of proprietary prediction systems in insurance 

industry

 Prediction can be a proxy for argument-based analysis

– Rather than the strongest arguments for and against, an estimate 

of how the conflicting arguments will come out

 Can compensate for institutional bias in favor of overconfident 

lawyers*

*E. Loftus and W. Wagenaar, Jurimetrics, 1989.
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Predicting Litigation Outcomes

 Some predictive factors

– Unrelated to merits

 Nature of suit

 Attorneys

 Forum

 Judge

 Parties

– Related to merits

 Lexical features

 Events

 Narrative

 Litigation event history
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Predicting Litigation Outcomes

 Primary driver

– Corporate litigation is extremely expensive

– Even a small advantage is worth a great deal of money

– Competitive advantage
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Document-Oriented Approaches

 Information extraction

– Extractable information

 Entities – persons, places, organizations, dates, etc.

 Events

 Relationships

 Narratives

– Mature technology, but most approaches require annotated 
corpus

 Automated summarization

– Deep learning (Legal Robot)

– Harvesting parentheticals that judicial opinions routinely place 
after a citation to another case(Casetext)

 Parsing Statutory text into rule markup representation (Leidos)

– Standard treebanks not appropriate for statutes
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Document-Oriented Approaches

 Predictive retrieval

– Legal Citation Recommendation Engine (Schwartz et al. 2015).

 MS Word plug-in

 Uses LDA to identify document document topic

 Finds citations to documents on same topic as document

– Proactive Legal Information Retrieval and Filtering (Carver et al. 

2015)

 Infers user’s interests from query history

 Pre-fetches related legal documents

– Underlying approach

 Infer goal

 Cache data satisfying goal
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Automated Form Completion

 Citizens fill out:

– Similar forms on multiple successive occasions

– Forms with strong constraints among fields

 Induction over multiple documents can produce a model to 

predict and prepopulate fields (Hermens and Schlimmer 1994)

– Number of keystrokes reduced by 87% in initial evaluation

 Can significantly decrease form-completion time

– The IRS estimates an average of 4 hours simply to complete 

forms, apart from record keeping

– The Department of Education estimates an average of 55 minutes 

to complete a FAFSA form
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Proposal: Error-Detecting Forms

 Constraints among fields can be used to detect errors

 Error detection particularly important for pro se litigants

– Pro se filers constitute a significant proportion of litigants

 In California, 67% of family law petitioners, and 90% of unlawful 

detainer defendants are pro se 

 In US Bankruptcy court, roughly 17% of filings are pro se, a high 

proportion of which contain errors

– Pro se filers are much more likely than attorneys to make filing 

errors 

 Audited filings can be a training set for error detection

– Federal courts, including bankruptcy courts, use CM/ECF

– Auditing staff identifies, documents, and often corrects errors

– Bankruptcy particularly suited for this approach
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Corpus-Oriented Approaches

 Patent landscape analysis (Google)

 Litigation strategy analysis (Lex Machina)

 Network analysis

– Statutory citation networks

 Identification of subnetworks relevant for particular purposes

– Emergency response authority structure

– Regulatory scheme governing analog to new activity, e.g., drone 

operation

 Propagation of amendments through network

– Case networks

 Evolution of doctrine, alliances, judges’ behaviors
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Corpus-Oriented Approaches: Judicial 
Databases

 A court docket is a register of document-triggered litigation 

events

– Pleadings and motions by litigants

– Orders and judgments by judges

 Docket events can be viewed as illocutionary speech acts: if 

well-formed and in right context, they change the state of the 

litigation

 Each docket event comprises:

– Metadata generated at the time of filing

 Case-specific: court, parties, judge, case number(s)

 Event-specific: data, attorney, intended procedural event

– A text document in PDF format
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Corpus-Oriented Approaches: Judicial 
Databases

 Latent knowledge

– An audited docket database can be viewed as a very large 

annotated training set

– ML algorithms can be trained on docket entries, then applied to 

new docket events

 Tasks

– Filing error detection 

– Sequence modeling

 Each docket consists of an event sequence

 Sequence models, such as HMMs can be trained from large set of dockets 

and used to 

– Identify improbable event transition that may indicate an event error

– Predict the next events or likely duration of a case
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Hybrid Approaches

 Top-down logical models can be integrated with bottom-up 

empirical models

– Corpus analysis bridges gap between legal predicates and 

ordinary parlance

– Logical formulation of rules supports explanations

– This approach generalizes legal CBR models
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Recent Data-Centric Forums

 Argumentation mining

– ACL-associated workshops (2013-2016)

– Frontiers ARG-NLP (2014)

 ICAIL workshops

– Applying HLT to the Law  (2011)

– Automated Detection, Extraction and Analysis of Semantic 
Information in Legal Texts (2015)

– Law and Big Data (2015)

 Legal Text, Document, and Corpus Analytics 

– (2016)

 Network science in law 

– (2013-2015)

 AAAI Fall Symposium on Privacy and Language Technologies

– (2016)
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Issues

 Empirical models are susceptible to bias

– Current controversy in the US over use of biased recidivism risk 

models. 

 ProPublica exposé

 Investigation by the White House Office of Science and Technology 

Policy

– Google searches reflect gender bias of indexed pages

– Underlying problem: biased data leads to biased models

 Empirical models are often opaque

– EU ‘Right to Explanation’ regulation

– Resurgence of interest in techniques for post hoc explanation 

generation

 Current Neural-Network HLT techniques are particularly opaque
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 Judges

– Ability to estimate recidivism probability under alternative 

sentencing options  

– Ability to view sentencing range for similar cases 

– Trends and conflicts in law

– Automated document drafting tools

 Lay persons

– Predicting case settlement values 

– DIY wills, contracts, and other legal documents

– Automated help in determining benefits/permitted activities under 

regulations

– Pro se litigation assistance

Amenable to Corpus-Based Approaches

Requires Logic-based Analysis

Tasks Amenable to Corpus or Logical 
Approach
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Tasks Amenable to Corpus or Logical 
Approach (continued)

 Attorneys

– Predicting case outcomes based on nature of judge, court, 

opposing counsel, claims, evidence, arguments

– Tools based on argument mining

– Conceptual retrieval and eDiscovery tools

– Argumentation

 Legislators and regulatory rule-makers

– Public comment analysis

– Document management, version control, consistency checking

Amenable to Corpus-Based Approaches

Requires Logic-based Analysis
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Tasks Amenable to Corpus or Logical 
Approach (continued)

 Scholars

– Social Network Analysis of text corpora

 Citation networks

 Co-authorship 

– Testing of social science hypotheses about legal system

– Empirical legal studies of all kinds

– Legal philosophy, jurisprudence, argumentation theory

Amenable to Corpus-Based Approaches

Requires Logic-based Analysis
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Tasks Amenable to Corpus or Logical 
Approach (continued)

 Juries

– Studies of jury comprehension should lead to new approaches 

for jury instructions 

– Why not interactive tutorials or collaborative tools?

 Adjudicatory agencies

– Improved case administration by classification and regression 

to predict outcome, group similar cases, and speed decision

– Formalization of decision rules

Amenable to Corpus-Based Approaches

Requires Logic-based Analysis
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Summary

 Data-centric techniques can

– Extract knowledge latent in legal documents and corpora

– Finesse the challenges of 

 Formalizing legal rules

 Matching legal predicates with the language of ordinary parlance

 Rapid commercial development 

– Many Silicon Valley startups developing in this space

 A wide range of legal tasks are amenable to data-centric 

approaches, for all participants in the legal system

 Ultimately, logical and data-centric techniques must be 

integrated


